DATE: October 10, 2019

TO: All Contractors

FROM: Angela R. Young
Executive Director
FCS Capital Program Contracts

RE: RFP 403-20, Chattahoochee High School Renovation and Additions

Please find Addendum No. 2 to the subject solicitation attached.
Addendum No. 2
RFP 403-20
Chattahoochee High School Renovation and Additions

1. Addendum No. 2 has been issued for the above referenced project. Please contact the architect listed below:
   
   CDH Partners, Inc.
   675 Tower Road
   Marietta, GA 30060
   Attention: Heli Shah
   Phone: (770) 423-0016
   Fax: (770) 424-0260
   Heli.shah@cdhpartners.com

2. All other terms and conditions remain the same.
ADDENDUM #2 (10-10-019)

RE: RFP 403-20 CHATTAHOOCHEE HIGH SCHOOL RENOVATION AND ADDITIONS

FROM: OWNER: FULTON COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION CAPITAL PROGRAM CONTRACTS
6201 Powers Ferry Road NW
Atlanta, GA 30339

TO: ALL PROSPECTIVE OFFERORS:

This Addendum forms a part of the Contract Documents and modifies the Proposal Documents as noted below. Acknowledge receipt of the Addendum in the space provided on Document 00400 - Proposal Acceptance Form. Failure to do so may result in the proposal being deemed non-responsive. The Addendum consists of 3 written page and the documents cited below.

A. CHANGES TO PROPOSAL REQUIREMENTS TABLE OF CONTENTS: NONE

B. CHANGES TO PRIOR ADDENDUM: NONE

C. CHANGES TO PROPOSAL DOCUMENTS:

1. CHANGE TO PROPOSAL DOCUMENTS: DOCUMENT 004200 OFFEROR RESPONSE FORM

Delete the previous DOCUMENT 004200 OFFEROR RESPONSE FORM in its entirety and replace with the new DOCUMENT 004200 issued with this Addendum.

2. DOCUMENT 004313 OFFER SECURITY FORM

Delete the previous Document 004313 OFFER SECURITY FORM in its entirety and replace with the new DOCUMENT 004313 issued with this Addendum.

THE CHANGE IS:

The Proposal Submission due date has changed to: Thursday, October 17, 2019 2:30 p.m.

D. CHANGES TO CONDITIONS OF THE CONTRACT: NONE
E. CHANGES TO SPECIFICATIONS:

1. SECTION 01 2500; SUBSTITUTION PROCEDURES
   • The following products and/or manufacturers are approved subject to compliance with the requirements of the Specifications:
     • Section 12 6100; Fixed Audience Seating; First Class Seating - Harmony 3500 Series.

2. SECTION 08 7100; DOOR HARDWARE
   • 3.04 Hardware Schedule: Door N110A to be added to hardware set M-09.

3. SECTION 23 0900; AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE CONTROLS AND ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
   • Delete existing Section 23 0900 and add new Section 23 0900 "Automatic Temperature Controls and Energy Management System" as attached to this Addendum.

4. SECTION 23 8146; WATER SOURCE HEAT PUMP UNITS (0.5 tons thru 6 tons)
   • Delete existing Section 23 8146 and add new Section 23 8146 "Water Source Heat Pump Units (0.5 tons thru 6 tons)" as attached to this Addendum.

5. SECTION 27 4100; AUDIOVISUAL SYSTEMS
   • Delete existing Section 27 4100 and add new Section 27 4100 "Audiovisual Systems" as attached to this Addendum.

F. CHANGES TO THE DRAWINGS:

1. SHEETS; C000, C050, C200, C320, C321, C413, C420, C423, C432, C433, C500, C700, C701, C702, and C704
   • These Sheets are re-issued and have been revised as shown by clouded outline indicated as Revision 1, dated 10/10/2019, and are attached to this Addendum.

2. SHEET D001; COMPOSITE FLOOR PLANS - DEMOLITION
   • This Sheet is re-issued and has been revised as shown by clouded outline indicated as Revision 2, dated 10.10.2019, and is attached to this Addendum.

3. SHEET A021; DOOR SCHEDULE, DOOR/FRAME & WINDOW TYPE
   • This Sheet is re-issued and has been revised as shown by clouded outline indicated as Revision 2, dated 10.10.2019, and is attached to this Addendum.

4. SHEET A022; DOOR SCHEDULE & SIGNAGE
   • This Sheet is re-issued and has been revised as shown by clouded outline indicated as Revision 2, dated 10.10.2019, and is attached to this Addendum.

5. SHEET A117; MAIN LEVEL – PARTIAL FLOOR PLAN – BLOCK H
   • This Sheet is re-issued and has been revised as shown by clouded outline indicated as Revision 2, dated 10.10.2019, and is attached to this Addendum.
6. SHEET A201; EXTERIOR ELEVATIONS
   • This Sheet is re-issued and has been revised as shown by
     clouded outline indicated as Revision 2, dated 10.10.2019,
     and is attached to this Addendum.

7. SHEET A700; FINISH SCHEDULE
   • This Sheet is re-issued and has been revised as shown by
     clouded outline indicated as Revision 2, dated 10.10.2019,
     and is attached to this Addendum.

8. SHEET S101; FOUNDATION PLAN - BLOCK D
   • This Sheet is re-issued and has been revised as shown by
     clouded outline indicated as Revision 2, dated 10/10/2019,
     and is attached to this Addendum.

9. SHEET S102; FOUNDATION PLAN - BLOCK B
   • This Sheet is re-issued and has been revised as shown by
     clouded outline indicated as Revision 2, dated 10/10/2019,
     and is attached to this Addendum.

10. SHEET S203; PARTIAL PLANS - BLOCK B AND D
    • This Sheet is re-issued and has been revised as shown by
      clouded outline indicated as Revision 2, dated 10/10/2019,
      and is attached to this Addendum.

11. SHEETS; M121, M501, M502, M601
    • These Sheets are re-issued and have been revised as
      shown by clouded outline indicated as Revision 2, dated
      10/10/2019, and are attached to this Addendum.

12. SHEET ME600; TAYLOR ROAD MIDDLE SCHOOL ADDITION
    • This Sheet is re-issued and has been revised as shown by
      clouded outline indicated as Revision 2, dated 10/10/2019,
      and is attached to this Addendum.

13. SHEETS; E112, E114, E115, E118, E119, E205, E206, E500, and
    E501
    • These Sheets are re-issued and have been revised as
      shown by clouded outline indicated as Revision 2, dated
      10/10/2019, and are attached to this Addendum.

G. OTHER CHANGES: See attached Clarification Responses.

END OF ADDENDUM NO. 2